
Allergy Control
Ultra-Fresh offers a fresher, cleaner and more hygienic sleep 
experience.

Alpaca Wool
Alpaca fibre is hypo-allergenic, has excellent thermal 
qualities, and helps to regulate body temperature, keeping 
you warm in winter and cooler in summer.

ALPACA WOOL

SU P E R I O R  C O M F O RT

Comfort Edge
Solid foam edge provides support right to the edge of the 
mattress which reduces the roll out feeling.

Comfort edge

Twin Pocket Spring Sleep System
Two pocket spring layers mean twice the number of springs 
that work together to provide the perfect combination of 
comfort and support.

Pocket spring system

10 year guarantee

LAVISH Plush

Graphene
Superior memory foam infused with graphene. Get into bed 
feeling fresh and cool and stay that way longer.

FusionGel®

Advanced memory foam technology infused with gel 
particles which provide active support for your body where 
you need it most.

Latex Gold
Latex within the mattress’s quilting has natural anti-bacterial 
and anti-fungal properties, located in close proximity to the 
sleeping surface for maximum benefit. 

Dunlop Foams
Dunlop Foams is produced in NZ and provides
exceptional comfort and long lasting, durable support.



Allergy Control
Ultra-Fresh offers a fresher, cleaner and more hygienic sleep 
experience.

Cashmere Wool
Pamper yourself in the supreme softness and warmth of Cashmere.  
It is fine in texture, strong, light and soft.  Luxuriate in cashmere, 
the wool that sets the bar for pure quality all around the world.

CASHMERE WOOL

SU P E R I O R  C O M F O RT

Comfort Edge
Solid foam edge provides support right to the edge of the 
mattress which reduces the roll out feeling.

Comfort edge

Twin Pocket Spring Sleep System
Two pocket spring layers mean twice the number of springs 
that work together to provide the perfect combination of 
comfort and support.

Pocket spring system

10 year guarantee

LAVISH Medium

Graphene
Superior memory foam infused with graphene. Get into bed 
feeling fresh and cool and stay that way longer.

FusionGel®

Advanced memory foam technology infused with gel 
particles which provide active support for your body where 
you need it most.

Latex Gold
Latex within the mattress’s quilting has natural anti-bacterial 
and anti-fungal properties, located in close proximity to the 
sleeping surface for maximum benefit. 

Dunlop Foams
Dunlop Foams is produced in NZ and provides
exceptional comfort and long lasting, durable support.



Allergy Control
Ultra-Fresh offers a fresher, cleaner and more hygienic sleep 
experience.

Comfort Edge
Solid foam edge provides support right to the edge of the 
mattress which reduces the roll out feeling.

Comfort edge

Twin Pocket Spring Sleep System
Two pocket spring layers mean twice the number of springs 
that work together to provide the perfect combination of 
comfort and support.

Pocket spring system

10 year guarantee

LAVISH Firm

Graphene
Superior memory foam infused with graphene. Get into bed 
feeling fresh and cool and stay that way longer.

FusionGel®

Advanced memory foam technology infused with gel 
particles which provide active support for your body where 
you need it most.

Latex Gold
Latex within the mattress’s quilting has natural anti-bacterial 
and anti-fungal properties, located in close proximity to the 
sleeping surface for maximum benefit. 

Dunlop Foams
Dunlop Foams is produced in NZ and provides
exceptional comfort and long lasting, durable support.

New Zealand Wool & Silk
Natural wool and silk fibres help to improve airflow and 
breathability in the mattress.
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EALAND WOOL & SILK
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